A powerful portable telemedicine kit
Powered by DigiGone, OneHealth brings virtual care to patients who are homebound or live in areas with
limited/no primary care availability. With its easy-to-use diagnostic tools, OneHealth empowers physicians with
automatic real-time patient data transmission and enables the onsite attendant to quickly apply the treatment
options. The tablet operates on DigiGone's award-winning intuitive software and is housed in a small, waterproof
and rugged case, making it highly portable. OneHealth is the perfect telemedicine kit for your vessel, yacht,
aircraft, remote site, rig or office.

FEATURES
All transmissions are encrypted using 256-bit AES
Multi-party video, voice, text and file transfer
Secondary private channel video collaboration
Live medical device data streaming
Remote control of camera by doctor or medical
specialist
Multi-camera selection
Still image capture and auto send
Operates on Android OS

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: < 11 lbs./ 4.9 kg
Dimensions: 15"L x 12"H x 7"D
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COMPONENTS

Semi-Ruggedized 8" Android Tablet
Built-in Wi-Fi g/n
5 Lead ECG
Bluetooth Thermometer
Bluetooth Pulse Oximeter
Bluetooth Blood Pressure Monitor
Bluetooth Blood Glucose Meter
USB Otoscope
USB Electronic Stethoscope
Wired earbuds with microphone
Spare batteries for medical devices

CONNECTIVITY
OneHealth is certified to operate on major satellite
service platforms as well as cellular 3, 4 & 5G. Bandwidth
requirement is 40-90 Kbps on average for video, audio,
data streaming, IP overhead and encryption.

A portable compact telemedicine kit
Powered by DigiGone, OneHealth Mini is a telemedicine kit designed for those on-the-go. Small, lightweight and
rugged, the Mini provides secure communication to a medical professional using a Wi-Fi hotspot, cellular or
satcom connection. The tools included in the kit enhance the doctor’s ability to diagnose and treat patients
remotely. The secure multi-party video calling capability allows for multiple medical specialists in different
locations to collaborate simultaneously. From crisis management counseling to home healthcare visits and
providing care to mariners at sea, OneHealth Mini brings medical care to anyone with Internet access at a very
affordable price.

FEATURES

COMPONENTS

All transmissions are encrypted using 256-bit AES

Semi-Ruggedized 8" Android Tablet

Multi-party video, voice, text and file transfer

Built-in Wi-Fi g/n

Secondary private channel video collaboration

Bluetooth Thermometer

Live medical device data streaming
Remote control of camera by Doctor or Medical
Specialist

Bluetooth Pulse Oximeter
Bluetooth Blood Pressure Monitor
Bluetooth Blood Glucose Meter

Multi-camera selection

Crosslink insert C

Still image capture and auto send

Housed in a rugged case

Operates on Android OS

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: < 8 lbs./3.6 kg
Dimensions: 14"L x 12"H x 6"D
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CONNECTIVITY
OneHealth Mini is certified to operate on major satellite
service platforms as well as cellular 3, 3 & 5G. Bandwidth
requirement is 40-90 Kbps on average for video, audio,
data streaming, IP overhead and encryption.

